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Abstract During the past two decades, robots have
been increasingly deployed in games. Researchers use
games to better understand human-robot interaction
and, in turn, the inclusion of social robots during gameplay creates new opportunities for novel game experiences. The contributions from social robotics and games
communities cover a large spectrum of research questions using a wide variety of scenarios. In this article,
we present the first comprehensive survey of the deployment of robots in games. We organise our findings
according to four dimensions: (1) the societal impact of
robots in games, (2) games as a research platform, (3)
social interactions in games, and (4) game scenarios and
materials. We discuss some significant research achievements and potential research avenues for the gaming
and social robotics communities. This article describes
the state of the art of the research on robots in games in
the hope that it will assist researchers to contextualise
their work in the field, to adhere to best practices and to
identify future areas of research and multidisciplinary
collaboration.
Keywords Human-Robot Interaction · Social
Robotics · Games · Review

1 Introduction
A game is a setting for playful interactions around a
predetermined goal, where the players’ actions must be
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permitted by a specific set of rules and the main reason
for accepting such constraints is to enjoy the accomplishment of an activity [130]. The applied rules restrict
the possible actions inside the game, clearly defining the
players’ interactive space. Accordingly, actions taken by
participants in the real world are not always possible
within the game. However, the actions that are possible carry an enhanced meaning in the fictional environment since the game’s progression is affected by the
actions executed. Furthermore, even though the players’ reality is bounded by a magic circle that separates
both worlds [52, 148], the surroundings directly affect
the players’ performance and overall experience. This
impact is even more prominent in multiplayer games in
which players need to engage with each other through
in-game actions. Additionally, players may socially interact during the game with other players, whether human or artificial.
Artificial game players have been long used to explore and advance to the state-of-the-art of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [114]. Recently, AlphaGo [145] defeated
Lee Sedol, the best Go player in the world [123]. However, tactics are of secondary importance in games that
deal with imperfect or social information and where
the strategic intuition of players and their social skills
is harder to simulate. Indeed, games are often social
in nature and therefore provide the perfect opportunity to explore complex social interactions. Several authors, including authors from Google’s DeepMind and
Google Brain, have recently proposed the Hanabi challenge as a new frontier for AI research as this game
deals with imperfect information [10]. However, this
proposed challenge for artificial game players does not
consider aspects of social interaction which can be even
more complex [99]; namely, situations requiring socially
adaptability and where embodied social exchanges are
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key to successfully playing a game [25]. A possible solution to bridge this gap is to employ robots as artificial
game players, considering the social embeddedness of
its embodiment [32].
Over the past two decades, researchers have already
deployed robots in games to explore a wide variety of
research questions. However, there is no comprehensive
analysis of the resulting literature. This paper is the
first attempt to review the most relevant instances of
using robots in game settings by analysing the following: (1) the game structure and social dynamics between humans and robots; (2) the potential of games
as a research platform; and (3) the societal impact of
deploying robots in games.
Considering the first goal of this survey, we identify games which deploy robotic players and the social
structure of the parties playing those games. To compare the game space used with the game space of other
games (e.g. tabletop or video games), we identify several
characteristics of the reviewed games, such as the core
mechanics, types of manipulation and their competitive
or collaborative nature. With regard to the players involved and their configuration, we propose several categories that illuminate how robots and humans interact
in a game environment. These categories include the
number of human and robotic players involved, the social roles they assume in the context of the game, and
the duration and frequency of the game sessions. By describing the games that have been used and the parties
involved, we present an analysis that promotes a better
understanding of the interactions and the scenarios that
support them. Our findings suggest that there is a wide
interactive space for games that has not yet been explored, and the inclusion of robots in games, happening
only recently, can provide gameplay features not commonly found in games generally or other mediums.
Researchers have relied on games to study a broad
range of research topics related to both human-robot interaction (HRI) and game experience. Accordingly, we
identify and group the different research topics present
in the reviewed literature by analysing both how games
are used to advance the research in HRI and how robots
support the creation of novel game design, supporting
the second goal of this survey. Additionally, we collect
and report the evaluation metrics, such as questionnaires or annotation schemes, used by researchers to
support their findings. Since the body of literature considered in this survey derives from multiple research
fields (e.g. HRI, games, AI), in this report we also highlight which communities and venues have published research works on robots in games. Indeed, our results
indicate that robots in games have been widely used
in research. Topics range from the impact of the play-
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ers’ embodiment on the game experience to the longterm relationship between humans and robots, and the
number of topics almost equals the number of research
papers. We believe that games have the potential to
become the perfect playground to advance the state-ofthe-art in HRI.
Finally, the deployment of robots in games with human players also raises questions of societal impact.
Thus, to better articulate the contribution of this research to end users, namely humans, we identify the
target audience of each article and the game’s goals besides providing entertainment. Indeed, there is a considerable number of articles that discuss games designed
for children (e.g. for teaching social skills and health
related topics) and elderly people (e.g. for physical rehabilitation and cognitive stimulation).
With regard to the structure of this document, we
detail in Section 2 our methodology and the selection
criteria used as well as a brief descriptive analysis that
helps to characterise the reviewed literature. We then
group our results under four main categories: societal
impact of robots in games (Section 3), games as a research platform (Section 4), social interactions in games
(Section 5) and game scenarios and materials (Section 6). Finally, in Section 7 we discuss the findings reported within the four categories and identify research
opportunities for the different research communities,
with special emphasis on how researchers can benefit
by collaborating with researchers from other fields to
jointly create better interactions, robots and games.

2 Methodology
We selected published studies from Google Scholar, Semantic Scholar, Crossref and Scopus by searching for
the following terms: “robots games”, “social robots”,
and “robots play”. Also, the proceedings of HumanRobot Interaction and Games journals and conferences
were manually explored for suitable material. In the
field of HRI, we considered the following conferences
and journals: International Conference on Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI), International Conference on Social
Robotics (ICSR), International Conference on Robot &
Human Interactive Communication (RO-MAN), Transactions on Robotics (T-RO), International Journal of
Social Robotics, and Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction (THRI). With regard to the games literature, we reviewed the following conferences and journals
were reviewed: International Conference on the Foundations of Digital Games (FDG), Conference on Games
(CoG), Conference on Computational Intelligence and
Games (CIG), Games and Learning Alliance Confer-
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ence (GaLA), Transactions on Games (T-G), and International Journal of Serious Games (IJSG).
The selected articles were then filtered based on the
following criteria:
1. The document must contain both the word “game”
and “robot”.
2. The robot must have a physical embodiment.
3. The robot must be used and deployed in a gamebased interaction with at least one human player.
4. The reported work should include an experimental
evaluation.
5. Journal and full conference papers are preferred.
When the scenario involved robots and games but
formed part of a vignette study (e.g.[18]), we excluded
that article. Additionally, some research works, mostly
extended abstracts, included partial results or reported
an ongoing study. Typically, these cases would be subsequently reported within a full paper, and we therefore included the version that fully describes the results. Furthermore, we extended our search to include
the other contributions of authors of the previously selected literature to further expand our collection of articles. All papers were subject to the selection criteria.
The total number of papers initially identified were
180. Of those, 85 (47.2%) articles were accepted based
on the above criteria. The earliest article considered in
this review was published in 2003 [11], and the latest
was published in 2021 [127].
Of the considered literature the majority of the papers - 49 (57.6%) - were published in journals and conference proceedings on robots. For instance, 14 (16.5%)
papers were presented at the International Conference
on Human-Robot Interaction(HRI), 13 (15.3%) papers
were presented at the International Conference on Robot
and Human Interactive Communication(RO-MAN) and
eight (9.4%) papers were presented at the International
Conference on Social Robotics(ICSR). A total of 12
(14.1%) papers were presented at human-computer interaction related conferences. such as the International
Journal of Human Computer Studies (IJHCS) - 2 (2.4%)
- and Computer Human-Interaction (CHI) - 2 (2.4%).
There were 5 (5.9%) papers published in venues related with artificial intelligence (e.g. 1 (1.8%) paper
on Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) conference and 1 (1.8%) paper on
the Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS) conference ) Only one (1.8%) paper [70] was published on a games conference, namely the Game Media
Entertainment conference. The remaining 18 (21.2%)
papers were published in venues related to interaction
studies (e.g. INTERSPEECH and (MTI) Multimodal
Technologies and Interaction(MTI)) and specific areas
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of application (Interaction Design and Children(IDC)
and Cognitive Science Society(CSS)).
3 Societal Impact of Robots in Games
Robots have seen increased usage in industries that feature strenuous or repetitive tasks such as manufacturing, food service and mining. However, using robots for
tasks where the robot has to directly collaborate with
humans has produced limited results. Making robots
collaborate with humans in social and uncertain environments is incredibly complex, which is why the use of
robots in industries such as healthcare and education
remains an open research problem. Human-robot collaboration implies that humans and robots must work
together to optimally achieve a common desired goal.
Within these scenarios, robots require decision-making
models that consider the collaborator’s intentions, actions and preferences. These models require a deep multimodal perception of physical environments and an allocation of robot roles to support collaboration with
humans. Using games as a benchmark expands the understanding of the complex dynamics of multimodal interaction in collaborative teams composed of humans
and robots. Robots in games allow the study of a rich
set of research problems such as increasing the level
of robot autonomy in complex social dynamic environments. The outcomes of such research can be applied
to real-world, human-robot collaborative tasks that are
not focused solely on entertainment.
Games are already acknowledged as advantageous
tools for other purposes (see Figure 1)). The societal
impact of games is also noticeable across the several age
groups that the games might engage, from children to
the elderly. Among the reviewed papers, we identified
which address a specific user-centred goal and which
target a particular population. We found 17 papers addressing learning and education and nine with healthcare goals. A further nine papers focus on companionship; one of these specifically addresses an intelligent
home companion [11]. Finally, two papers report on a
user-centred goal of collaboration [21, 51], whereas the
remaining 56% of papers do not report a specific usercentred goal.
Regarding the target populations, 26 papers focus
on children as users; of these papers, one specifically
supports children with special needs [40], and three papers target children with autism [29, 132, 140]. Moreover, we found 11 papers focus on games for the elderly;
of these papers, two specifically target elderly with dementia [42, 135]. We also found one paper discussing
a game introduced into a household [11]; people that
live together were considered users. We could not report
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(a) Elderly Care Facility [8]

(b) Educational Development Children [64]

(c) Intelligent Household Companion [11]

(d) Healthcare Children With Autism [132]

Fig. 1: Examples of user-centred goals and target populations among the reviewed papers.
any specific target population for the remaining 55% of
the reviewed papers. We would like to emphasise that
the lack of explicit identification of user-centred goals
or target populations might be caused by unrelated research topics or divergent research scopes; for example,
the Sueca card-game scenario by Correia et al. was initially designed for the elderly [19] and later tested with
young adults without referring to this target population [22, 23, 94].
While reviewing the societal impact of robots in
games, we noticed that some games may be considered
as serious games due to their application domain, despite the lack of explicit acknowledgement by the authors. For instance, the work by Johnson et al. uses the
game of mastermind in the context of cognitive training
for the elderly.

of them through experimental studies. From the initial selection of 85 papers, we excluded two for lacking
a specific analysis of a game deployment [36,86]. To
categorise the research topics of each paper, we used
the seven categories presented in Table 1. As most papers are focused on HRI, we took inspiration from the
framework for characterising social robots proposed by
Baraka et al. [9], and we used some of their suggested
dimensions. Additionally, we added two new categories:
one to cover game experience aspects and another which
comprises research topics that compare humans and
robots. Where a research paper addresses more than
one research topic, we have classified that paper according to the main topic which relates to the evaluation or
the comparative analysis. For papers containing experimental user studies, our classification was based on the
nature of each independent variable.

4 Games as a Research Platform
4.1.1 Game Experience
To review the scientific contributions of the selected
papers we considered their research topics (Section 4.1),
as well as their evaluation methods (Section. 4.2).

4.1 Research Topics
The following overview of the research topics considers
only the 83 papers that include a comparative evaluation or an analysis of independent variables, most

Within this category, we included papers that explore
aspects related to the playability of a game or that have
manipulated variables with a direct impact on the game
experience. The first example is the work by de Haas
et al. that considers the interaction flow for each game
level and how the game design can support different
communication skills of children with autism spectrum
disorders [40]. Short et al. compare human interaction
with a robot in different tablet-based games [122]. An-
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Category
Game Experience
Comparing Humans and Robot
Physical Proximity
Relational Role
Robot’s Appearance
Robot’s Autonomy & Performance
Robot’s Social Capabilities

Papers
13
11
3
5
14
5
44

Percentage
15.66%
13.25%
3.61%
6.02%
16.87%
6.02%
53.01%

Table 1: Distribution of the selected 83 papers according to research topic, noting that 12 papers have more than
one research topic. The papers were categorised based on the nature of the independent variables (for experimental
study papers) or the target of their analysis.
other example is the work by Hansen et al. exploring
the effectiveness of robots in administering fitness exercises, also known as exergames [42].
We found five papers addressing the subject of controllers or input devices to play games and manipulate
game objects. Jost et al. use two of their experimental conditions to compare the game experience when a
game is played over a tablet versus using only physical objects [62]. Similarly, both Lopez-Samaniego &
Garcia-Zapirain and Lupetti et al. compare the experience of controlling actions through body movement detection versus using input control through finger touches
on a screen [82, 83]. Papadopoulos et al. examine using a traditional keyboard and mouse input to guide a
virtual character versus using an autonomous robotic
helper [97]. Finally, Avelino et al. analyse how robots
can be used in exergames (see Figure 1a) and explore
two controlling modalities according to the fitness level
of older adults: walking left and right (high mobility)
or waving their hands while sitting on a chair (low mobility)[8].
We also found papers discussing new game experiences such as mixed-reality games with robots, in which
the game environment is projected on the floor [8, 34, 69,
106]. Lamberti et al. suggest guidelines and principles
to follow in creating these type of games [69]. Additionally, Garcia-Salguero et al. analyse user acceptance of
playing games projected by a mobile robot on a tablet
surface [34]. Research by Pratticò et al. explores the nuances of embedding a robot in a mixed-reality game by
testing how different sets of gestures affect the perception of the robot [106] (see Figure 3d) or by providing
the human player with different degrees of control over
the robot [107]. Finally, Özgür et al. evaluate the combination of robots, paper and tablets in physical activity
games for children [95].
4.1.2 Comparing Humans and Robot
This category comprises research works that study contrasts between human-human interactions and HRIs to

understand the process of human identification with
robots. We found five papers that compare a robotic
partner to a human partner [13, 19, 53, 58, 119] and two
that compare a robotic opponent to a human opponent [56, 65]. With regard to human-robot group interactions, Thompson et al. compare a robotic partner in
a dyadic interaction to a robot partnered with more
people [135]. Similarly, Wainer et al. analyse sessions of
two children playing a game alone versus sessions with
a robotic partner in a triadic setting [140]. In terms of
priming effects that might have an impact on categorisation, we found two examples. Häring et al. introduced
a robot to participants either by presenting it with an
ingroup or with an outgroup bias [43], while Westlund
et al. compares the effect of presenting a robot as more
humanlike or more machinelike [141].
4.1.3 Physical Proximity
This category contains contributions that explore spatial features of HRI, such as comparing a co-located
robot with a remote version in a real-time video stream
[68, 78, 139]. Notably, three papers also fell within the
category of robot’s appearance as they all hold a third
condition comparing with a virtual embodiment.
4.1.4 Relational Role
This category includes five papers, and it considers research topics on the roles a robot might have with humans. For instance, Oliveira et al. used a game with
two human-robot teams to explore behaviours towards
a robotic partner and a robotic opponent [94]. Both
Short et al. and Zaga et al. manipulated the role of a
robot to engage with children either as a tutor or expert
or as a collaborator or peer [121, 147]. Fan et al. also
compare a peer-like role versus a facilitator-like role for
robots in a motion-based collaborative game for older
adults [30]. Lastly, Piumatti et al. explore in an observational study whether a robot could be controlled by a
person to act as their (physically present) avatar in the
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game world, or if the robot could act as an opponent of
the human player in the game [103].
Beyond explicit manipulations of a robot’s role with
a human, we cover a wide panoply of roles that a robot
may have in a game interaction in Section 5.2.
4.1.5 Robot’s Appearance
This category considers research topics related to the
embodiment of the robot. Researcher experimental manipulations either affect the actual shape of the embodiment or affect other features of the robot’s embodiment
which is presented to the user. Most research topics
within this category include comparisons of a physical
robot with a virtual robot [3, 11, 63, 76, 80, 110, 134, 139]
or a robot in a disembodied condition [13, 62, 78, 143].
Additionally, Sajó et al. compare the impact of adding
a virtual face to a robotic arm [113], while Paetzel &
Castellano varied the morphology of a robot’s face to
be either more machinelike and more humanlike [96].
4.1.6 Robot’s Autonomy & Performance
This category relates not only to the amount of control a robot has over the execution of a task without
external intervention, but also the efficiency shown by
the robot in executing that task. We considered the
following comparisons: high versus low competence of
a robot in playing a game [101] and autonomous versus remotely-controlled robots [39, 70]. Additionally, we
included the impact of different algorithms for robust
and accurate tracking of a robot’s location [102], as well
as an autonomous representation of gestural patterns
and their corresponding gesture in the robot’s embodiment [29] (see Figure 3c).
Despite the aforementioned papers that explored explicit manipulations of the robot’s autonomy, we would
like to emphasise that the literature that included autonomous robots in their empirical evaluations is larger.
The robots operated in a fully autonomous way in 67%
of the reviewed papers, semi-autonomously in 16% of
the papers, and 16% relied on a fully tele-operated
robot.
4.1.7 Robot’s Social Capabilities
This category refers to robots’ capabilities that facilitate their coexistence with humans in a social environment, and it includes the highest portion of the reviewed papers: 53%. As a result, we decided to extensively use the sub-categories suggested by Baraka et
al. [9] to further specify the research topic of each paper (see Table 2).
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The sub-category of communication modalities contains experimental manipulations on the robot’s expressiveness through different channels such as speech or
gestures. We found two papers exploring the impact
of the acoustic features of speech [67, 112]. Regarding
non-verbal modalities, we included in this category one
manipulation of motion and speed [56] and another of
head gestures [68].
For the sub-category of expressing and perceiving
emotions, we identified nine papers in which the focus of the research is the robot’s affective capabilities.
Four of the papers explicitly manipulated the presence
versus absence of emotional behaviours [11, 70, 76, 101].
With regard to emotional expression, one paper analyses how different multimodal behavioural patterns can
imitate basic emotions [59], and another compares the
expression of two types of emotions, individual- and
group-based emotions [22] (see Figure 2d). Lastly, we
include research topics that examine emotional perception, such as the expression of empathy by social robots
[74, 77, 133].
The sub-category of exhibiting character traits considers research topics on the robot’s expression of human behavioural traits. Among the 11 papers that explore personality or character traits of social robots, one
includes a comparison between an agreeable and a disagreeable robot [85], and two others concern learningoriented and goal-oriented traits displayed by the verbal comments of a robot [23, 94]. Several works by Sebo
et al. also fit within this category, such as research on
robots reinforcing either task cohesion or relational cohesion [128], the uttering of vulnerable comments by
robots [129] (see Figure 2b) and the perception of robot
integrity and the impact of a robot apologising after
a trust violation situation [116]. We also found a paper exploring the impact of blame attribution by a
robot [51] and another on spoken mitigation strategies
to repair technical failures [21].
While the previous papers explore personality or
character traits through the expression of verbal utterances, we also found four papers manipulating similar
traits for the robot’s actions in a game. In one paper,
the robot either tries to equalise the performance of all
teammates or tries to reach the goal as fast as possible [120]. Vázquez et al. explore deceptive behaviours
to convey winning or losing [137]. Xin & Sharlin compare obedient and defiant behaviours, through which a
robot followed (or did not follow) suggestions given by
human players [144]. Lastly, Pereira et al. manipulated
the social presence of a robot through several social
behaviours, such as gaze, believable verbal utterances,
emotional expression, memory and social roles [100].
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Category

Robot’s Social Capabilities

Sub-category
Communication Modalities
Expressing and Perceiving Emotions
Exhibiting Character Traits
Modelling Humans
Learning New Competencies
Maintaining Relationships

# Papers
4
9
12
10
2
7

Table 2: Distribution of the subcategories of the 44 papers with research topics on robot’s social capabilities.
Within the sub-category of modelling humans, we
considered robots’ perceptive capabilities of human behavioural traits, such as recognising and interpreting
social aspects of humans. The first two example papers
are a multimodal representation of positive and negative rewards [7] and a model of the player’s motion
style based on accelerometer data [93]. The work by
Lopez et al. also fits within this sub-category, as the
researchers explore a robot’s mental model of a user
that maps previous states and projects expected success in a negotiation task [81]. Skantze et al. evaluate a
data-driven model capable of perceiving and generating
turn-taking cues through several modalities (e.g. head
pose, words, prosody, card movement) [124]. Similarly,
de Oliveira et al. compare different strategies for robots
to produce deceptive trajectories by modelling humans
[92], and Chaspari & Lehman created a model of engagement to explore the relationship between engagement and acoustic patterns of children during a speechbased computer game [17]. Within the sub-category of
modelling humans, we found papers considering the autonomous real-time detection by robots of the players’
intentions [2, 98], as well as an adaptive gaze behaviour
displayed by robots that tracks players’ contributions
with the objective of increasing the participation of the
least active person [35]. In the final paper, a robotic
player learns a personalised model of students’ knowledge from gameplay and applies transfer learning methods to achieve multi-task personalised learning [127].
Within the learning new competencies sub-category,
we found two papers focused on adaptation techniques
to refine previously learnt skills or acquire new ones.
One paper includes the generation of visual-linguistic
concepts enabling a robot to play a question and answering game [64] (see Figure 1b), while the other explores techniques to learn game interaction behaviours
by observing human demonstrators [73].
Finally, the last sub-category of maintaining relationships contains papers that focus the research on establishing social relationships with robots over a timespan. This includes, for instance, exploring different conversational strategies [1, 75] or even the creation of appropriate tools to assess and compare expectations of
and satisfaction with robots [5]. Two works by Serholt

et al. also fit within this sub-category; one explores how
a robot may elicit and maintain students’ social engagement and how this engagement is expressed over time
[118] and another analyses breakdowns in children’s interactions with a robotic tutor [117] (see Figure 3b).
Over the course of 12 sessions, Taheri et al. looked
at the impact of robot-assisted therapeutic games for
paired individuals with autism in group sessions [132]
(see Figure 1d). Finally, Paetzel & Castellano investigate humans’ first impressions of robots, and in particular, whether applying a morphed facial texture to a
physical robot still elicits uncanny feelings [96].

4.2 Evaluation Methods
Natural patterns of social responses from human players emerge when playing games with robots. Humans
express themselves in a multimodal fashion by displaying both verbal and non-verbal behaviours when playing with robots. The analysis of the presence and prevalence of such behaviours often forms part of the research metrics used to assess the performance of robots
in games or to explore the specific research topics identified above. With regard to using non-verbal behaviours
as an evaluation metric, players’ eye gazes and head
pose patterns [1, 53, 58, 65, 80, 94, 97, 101, 141, 143, 147] are
the most prominently used modalities for estimating engagement and attention. Only a small subset of authors
considers other non-verbal modalities by assessing the
prevalence of facial expressions [118] such as smiles [65,
97, 141] and blinks [65] or analysing players’ body postures [22, 94] and hand gestures [65].
Regarding verbal communication, difficulties in natural language processing still prevent most authors from
using free-form bidirectional speech communication in
interactions, despite dramatic breakthroughs in speech
recognition technology [48]. Limited verbal communication abilities of the AI for current robotic games often results in unnatural interactions when compared
to human-human exchanges. This limitation invalidates
the use of evaluation methodologies that expect natural
communication cues. However, many authors still analyse verbal communication in simple exchanges such as
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classifying the target or intention of participants’ verbal
comments or by using Wizard of Oz (WoZ) approaches
to simulate more complex, natural verbal interactions
that can be unobtrusively recorded and analysed offline
[1,7,62, 97, 101, 110, 118, 140].
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4.2.2 Relationship Assessments

Notwithstanding, the majority of the reviewed work
uses subjective questionnaire data as a source for their
research metrics and evaluation methods. The remainder of this section is dedicated to identifying the subjective metrics that are most typically used when researching robots in games. We have identified four main types
of assessments in the articles reviewed.

The second identified type of subjective assessments focuses on evaluating the perception of human-robot relationships. When addressing dyadic interactions, authors used validated metrics for assessing relationship
satisfaction [46], friendship [15, 38, 89], interpersonal closeness [6, 104], interpersonal attraction [87] and positive
and negative affect [28]. The relationship between a human and a robot does not necessarily have to mimic or
match human-robot relationships. As a case in point,
[121] considered a companion animal bonding scale [105]
to evaluate the relationship of humans with their robotic
player. Some attributes such as empathy [26] and trust
can be considered both a robot attribute (e.g. how trustworthy [88] is a robot) or more as a relationship attribute relevant to the overall perception and measurement of human-robot trust [57, 71, 84, 115]. Games are
usually multiplayer experiences featuring groups and
teams. As such, this review includes several instances
that have included robots in teams and groups. In these
contexts, authors use measures that evaluate relationship assessments geared towards groups such as group
identification [72], group cohesiveness [142], group trust
[4] and psychological safety within a group or team [27].

4.2.1 Robot Assessments

4.2.3 Game Assessments

The first group of questionnaires we identified focuses
on evaluating the properties or attributes of robots in
games. The Godspeed questionnaires designed by Bartneck et al. [12] were used in five of the reviewed papers.
Godspeed measures the anthropomorphism, animacy,
likeability, perceived intelligence and perceived safety
of robots. Often, all these attributes were measured for
in a paper; sometimes they were evaluated separately
depending on the research topic. Another questionnaire
drawing inspiration from Godspeed and other sources of
social perception psychological literature is the robotic
social attribute scale (RoSAS). RoSAS [16] was used
three times in our survey, and RoSAS measures the
three main dimensions of warmth, competence and discomfort. The Almere model [45] was used five times,
and it evaluates attitudes towards and acceptance of
robots. Almere measures several factors for robots that
include perceived ease of use, perceived sociability, perceived usefulness and trust attributed to a robot. Some
authors [63, 100] also focus on measuring the amount of
presence [44, 79] one attributes to a robot, while others focus on more specific metrics such as the levels of
uncanniness [49] attributed to a robot player.

General interaction or game assessments were often used
as a secondary measure to complement HRI research.
When evaluating interactions with children, the fun
toolkit [109] was utilised as an instrument to gather the
opinions of children in playful interactions with robots
[119]. General usability scales [14, 90, 136] were also employed in some of the identified work [82, 102, 106]. Some
authors opted to use metrics created to assess players’
experiences in games. The game experience questionnaire (GEQ) [54] appeared twice in our review and considers immersion, flow, competence, positive and negative affect, tension and challenge as relevant factors
for assessing game experiences. A metric for measuring
game immersion [55], a model for evaluating player enjoyment in games [131] and a scale to determine the
enjoyability of user interactions with consumer devices
[50] are other examples of relevant questionnaires identified in our analysis. The final assessment type we identified in this category related to metrics that are appropriate for a specific game type. As an example, a
negotiation game played with robots [128] employed a
questionnaire that measures what people value when
negotiating [24].

The game context and the choice of robot and player
actions in games were also commonly used [35, 51, 67,
68,82, 86, 95, 97, 132, 140, 147] as a valuable source of research metrics. The specific moves made by each player
in a game, the presence of cooperative behaviours and
the duration of each interaction are examples of contextual features authors use as evaluation metrics. To
cite an instance, McColl et al. [86] uses a player’s level
of activity in a game combined with gaze estimation
to predict subjective metrics such as user engagement.
Given the importance of context in games, it is relevant
to develop evaluation methods that combine contextual
game information with verbal or non-verbal features.
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4.2.4 Player Assessments
Player differences can also play a part in how a robot,
a relationship or a game are perceived. Individual differences are often assessed via questionnaires and frequently used as additional factors in analysis or correlation variables. The most common metrics used in
this regard are personality questionnaires [31, 33, 37, 61,
108] that measure individual differences. These metrics can also be more specific and aim, for instance,
to establish intrinsic factors for motivation [47], target
specific user groups and demographics such as assessing children’s temperament [111] and assess cognitive
impairment in the elderly [138]. Specialised questionnaires that measure player personality differences in
games are also commonplace within game research literature [41]. However, we did not find their usage in
any article in our analysis. One exception was the work
of Correia et al. [23] that uses a validated measure designed for games that assesses the competitiveness level
of each participant [126]. Specifically related to robots,
we found two research papers [96, 120] that use a metric measuring players’ negative attitude towards robots
[91]. An opposite metric employed in [35] measures the
willingness to collaborate with a robot [146]. Player assessment metrics are often individual traits that are
long-lasting and independent of interactions. However,
some authors still choose to repeat these assessments
to determine whether, for example, a player’s negative
attitude towards robots has changed.

9

5.1 Social Structure
In the reviewed literature, there is a wide variety of
combinations of humans and robots playing games, as
shown in Figure 2. To analyse the social structure of
interaction, we grouped interactions based on the number of humans and robots participating in the game. As
shown in Table 3, there is an extensive body of literature that reports user studies with only one robot in
the interaction (92.94% of the articles reviewed), while
only 7.06% created scenarios with multiple robots. The
number of studies with only one human participant in
the interaction is 58, representing 68.24% of the total
analysed literature, while only 27 articles included more
than one human in the interaction, comprising 31.76%.
Additionally, it is significant that 65.88% of the studies designed interactions for one human and one robot.
Finally, only two studies included one human with multiple robots [43, 144].

Structure
1 Human - 1 Robot
1 Human - Multiple Robots
Multiple Humans - 1 Robot
Multiple Humans - Multiple Robots

Number
56
2
23
4

Table 3: The social structure of the 85 papers that include experimental user studies reported by the number
of robots and human players involved in the interaction.

5 Social Interactions in Games
In the reviewed literature, games are used to support
interaction between humans and robots. In most scenarios, the competitive and collaborative nature of the
gameplay prompts social exchanges between players.
Often, these exchanges are not prompted by the game
itself. Rather, the exchanges occur on an interpersonal
level where players directly engage others. Nonetheless,
there are some scenarios where human and robot players interact socially with each other within the boundaries of the gameplay, for instance, when both players
role-play characters from a television show [3]. Additionally, the authors mainly report the interaction at
an interpersonal level with very few exceptions detailing the social actions that occur in the gameplay space.
Accordingly, we focus our analysis in this section on
the social interactions that happen in the interpersonal
space when supported by the gameplay. Details about
the game characteristics of the scenarios that support
such exchanges are reported in Section 6.

The low number of interactions that involve more
than one robot player suggests that deploying multiple
robotic systems to interact with human players might
be technically challenging or an uncommon research focus. Moreover, deploying multiple robots with multiple
players not only requires a scenario that supports such
a social structure but also creates some challenges related to turn taking. When interacting with a single
human, robots do not need to distinguish between multiple interlocutors. However, in [43] the authors report
the use of a script to guide both robot game actions and
verbal communication. While interacting with multiple
human players, robots might need to identify the actor
behind the action (both in the gameplay and interaction space). However, in the four scenarios with multiple humans and robots, the autonomous robots did
not react to the human players’ verbal or non-verbal
behaviour [22, 23, 94, 95]. Instead, all robot interaction
was solely driven by the players’ actions in the game
and the current game state.
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(a) One Human and one Robot [76]

(b) Multiple Humans and one Robot [129]

(c) One Human and Multiple Robots [43]

(d) Multiple Humans and Multiple Robots [22]

Fig. 2: Games with distinct social structures
5.2 Social Roles
In the reviewed literature, robots are often placed in
the interaction as an additional player rather than as
an element of the game environment. Accordingly, most
of the analysed games can be considered multiplayer
games. Typically, players assume social roles throughout gameplay in relation to other players and within
the game itself.
To assume a social role, a player must socially engage with others around their gameplay goals. For instance, players collaborate to win or they compete with
others to reach their target more efficiently (e.g. players
coordinate the use of keywords to collect coins [112], or
they compete with each other to shoot asteroids [116]).
Players can also assume asymmetrical roles (e.g. robots
can play the role of a tutor introducing the gameplay
rules to a human player [86]).
We observed in the reviewed literature that when
a robot only participates in the game as a gameplay
element, it does not socially interact with others and
thus does not assume a social role. For instance, when
a robotic train travels on railways [69], when robots are
the physical representation of hot air balloons [95] or
when they serve as mere transporters carrying physical
tokens [110], these robots are not considered as social
actors since they do not assume a social role within the
game.

Of the 85 papers in this literature review, 82 introduced robots that took one or two social roles during
the course of their experiments. In Table 4 we report
the number of robots that assumed each social role and
when a robot took two roles, the number of pairs of
social roles assumed by the robots.
We identified two types of social roles: symmetrical,
where both players assume the same attitude towards
each other and asymmetrical, where players have distinct stances towards each other.
Regarding the first social role, we identified some
games in which the robotic player, conferred with the
same gameplay actions as the human player, actively
helped their counterpart to reach their goal. In cases
where a robot helps a player, such as sorting physical tokens in a game [141] or memorising braille symbols [133], the robot can be considered a teammate
of the player. In the analysed games, 27 robots assume a teammate role during the gameplay; of those
27, nine were capable of assuming an additional role.
Conversely, we identified scenarios in which the robots
assumed a competitive stance towards human players,
where the robot directly competed with them, in 33 research works. For instance, we considered players to be
the opponent of other players during poker games [65]
and chess games [113]. When assuming this role, the
robot competes with the human player while trying to
achieve a better performance or outcome. Of the robotic
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Host

Opponent

Student

Subordinate

Teacher

Teammate

Host
Opponent
Student
Subordinate
Teacher
Teammate

16
1
2
1

1
26
6

1
-

2
-

2
7
2

1
6
2
18

Total

20

33

1

2

11

27

Table 4: Distribution of the social roles across the 82 papers considered. The diagonal represents the number of
robots that assume just a single social role while the remaining cells indicate the number of robots that assumed
two roles.
opponents included in the literature, seven assumed an
additional role.
When the role is asymmetrical, players have different duties when assuming their part in the interaction.
We identified 11 game scenarios where the robot played
the role of a teacher trying to help the human player regarding gameplay aspects. For instance, a teacher role
was assumed by a robot when providing feedback to
a player solving the Tower of Hanoi puzzle [139] or
when giving problem-solving strategy lessons [78]. Of
the robots that assumed the teacher role, four of them
took additional roles. One research work reversed this
relationship and positioned a robotic pet as the student
with the human portraying the role of a teacher [7]. Furthermore, we identified 20 game scenarios where the
robot played the role of the host: a member of the
game party responsible for facilitating and mediating
the gameplay. In some scenarios, the robot guarantees
that the players adhere to the game rules [86], manages the turn taking during a quiz [135], moderates
the intervention of all players [120] or comments on the
game itself [77]. Of the robots that assumed the role of
host, four also assumed other roles during the gameplay.
Moreover, the reviewed literature contains two uses of
subordinate robots that act when requested rather than
proactively. In [85] the robot follows the player’s orders
while moving in a maze, and in [102] the robot, after
recharging, autonomously moves to a location indicated
by the human player.
Furthermore, there is an implicit role that robots
widely adopt during a game: the role of an observer.
While actively contributing to the game itself, they perceive the game state and others’ performances to autonomously react to the surroundings. However, when
robots solely assume a passive stance, they can be considered as the audience of the game. But this role can
also be inverted. If no human players take part in the
gameplay but are spectators to the performances of
robots, in addition to any other role the robot might
assume in relation to other players, these robots can

be considered performers, as in the RoboCup competition [66].
Robots can also take multiple social roles within a
single gameplay experience. Twelve robots in this survey assumed multiple roles, either because of the game
phase or because the multiparty social structure of the
game forced them to adopt distinct roles towards different parties. Regarding the latter, we identified six articles in which the robot played either as a teammate or as
an opponent. Of these, two authors reported on a study
with a single robot [19, 127], whereas in the remaining
four cases more than one robot was involved in the interaction [22, 23, 43, 94]. Regarding games in which the
robots changed social roles throughout the game, there
are two scenarios in which robots changed between the
role of host and teacher [30, 86], one scenario in which
the robot took the role of host and opponent [122] and
one scenario in which the robot changed between host
and teammate [117]. In two further scenarios the robot
played both the role of teacher and teammate [121, 147].
Notably, robots assumed symmetrical roles 60 times,
whereas they only adopted asymmetrical roles on 34 occasions. Robotic players adopted multiple symmetrical
roles in six games (six as opponent and six as teammate) [19, 22, 23, 43, 94, 127] and multiple asymmetrical
roles in two research works (two as teacher and two as
host [30, 86]). Only in four occasions did robots assume
both symmetrical and asymmetrical roles (one as host
and opponent [122], one as host and teammate [117]
and two as teacher and teammate [121, 147]).

5.3 Duration and Frequency
In addition to the number of participants and their relationship during the interaction, authors also report
on the duration of sessions, frequency of sessions and
time between sessions. However, it was possible within
the reviewed literature to observe a lack of consistency
among authors regarding the description of the interaction’s duration. Some authors only reported on the du-
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ration of the gameplay (e.g. [64, 110]), whereas others
reported on the entire interaction, including the gameplay, questionnaires and other exchanges outside of the
actual game (e.g. [1, 101]). Furthermore, researchers reported on duration in two formats, either as an interval
of times or an average time (with few authors reporting
the standard deviation [35, 98, 140]). Due to the lack of
clarity and absence of a widely adopted structure to
report the duration of each experiment, we reviewed
them in accordance with the following three reference
frames:
– Gameplay duration - the duration of a single
gameplay interaction. For instance, the duration of
a single game of chess was, on average, 15 minutes
in [74], and the duration of a round of the Desert
Survival Task took a maximum of 15 minutes in [81].
– Session duration - the duration of the set of games
that comprise an interaction. For instance, in [120],
participants played a puzzle game five times, adding
up to a session of approximately 30 minutes.
– Experiment duration - the duration of all the sessions associated with the experiment (which might
include multiple conditions) as well as the time to
introduce the participant to the robot or game and
other tasks performed in the presence of the participant, such as filling questionnaires.
Most research works do not report on the duration in terms described above. Only 10 (11.8%) articles
clearly describe the gameplay, session and experiment
duration. However, in some situations it was possible to
infer the duration based on the information provided.
For instance, in [68] the authors report that each gameplay lasted two minutes but also state that each session
is composed of three games. Accordingly, we can conclude that each session lasted six minutes, but we do
not have enough information to determine the whole
experiment duration. However, the structure of the interaction in most cases is not clearly described thus
precluding any inferences from being made.
As shown in Table 5, the duration of the gameplay
never exceeded 60 minutes, and the majority of the
games lasted between one and 15 minutes. Indeed, the
reported gameplay durations are not aligned with the
typical length of tabletop or video games. This might
suggest that the interactions with the robots are distinct and to some extent not representative of common
gameplay duration. In laboratory settings, researchers
rely on the games’ repeatability and ask participants
to play several rounds of the same game. For instance,
when the gameplay duration was less than one minute,
players were always asked to play the game multiple
times.
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It is noteworthy that the vast majority of the reviewed literature did not detail the duration of the interaction. Accordingly, the findings presented should be
treated with caution since they do not describe all the
included games. Reporting such details is of the utmost
importance since it allows an understanding and framing of the robots’ capabilities based on the interactions
in which they participate. For instance, the capacity
to recall past experiences might not affect the relationship between players in a single session of five minutes
as much as it does in multiple weekly sessions that last
half an hour.
Indeed, we also determined the number of game sessions and time between them, in addition to analysing
the duration of the three reference frames. In 69 (81.18%)
reviewed articles, the interaction with each player was
restricted to a single session. Of the remaining articles, one reports two sessions [80], four report three sessions [1, 23, 94, 118], one reports four sessions [127], one
reports six sessions [121], and one reports 12 sessions
[132]. Two articles report a variable number of sessions
throughout the experiment: in [117] the experiment had
four to eight sessions, and in [86] 10% of the participants
played more than once. For six (7.06%) papers it was
not possible to identify the number of sessions.
When the experiments had multiple sessions, the
authors report on the time between sessions as follows.
Two experiments report a negligible time between sessions, that is to say, the sessions were consecutive [23,
94]. One reports that sessions occurred twice a week [121],
and in another study the sessions were five days apart [1].
In two articles the sessions were seven days apart [80,
132]. In [118] the sessions occurred every month, and
in [82], although not specifying the frequency of sessions, the author reports that the sessions occurred every three months. Additionally, in [117] the authors report a variable interval between sessions ranging from
two days to two weeks.
Similar to the duration of the sessions, reporting
the number of and time between sessions provides a
stronger understanding of the robots’ capabilities based
on the temporal span between encounters. Although
the vast majority of the experiments occurred in a single session, interactions that endure for several sessions
with a significant interval of time between them might
create additional challenges for the design of the robot,
in particular, regarding the interpersonal relationship
between players. Robots must be conferred with mechanisms that not only allow them to operate at the gameplay level but also the interpersonal level. For instance,
researchers have studied how a robot’s capability to recall and share past events helped to sustain long-term
social engagement in [1, 121].
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Duration
Interval

[0,1min]
]1min,15min]
]15min,60min]
]60min, 1day]
]1day, inf]
Not Defined

Gameplay

Session

Experiment

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

5
28
8
44

5.88%
32.94%
9.41%
51.76%

6
22
2
55

7.06%
25.88%
2.35%
64.71%

1
12
2
8
62

Percentage
1.18%
14.12%
2.35%
9.41%
72.94%

Table 5: The distribution of papers based on the gameplay, session, and experiment duration using time intervals.
6 Game Scenarios and Materials
In the reviewed papers, we identified several scenarios
that encompass a broad number of games and interaction modalities. In fact, very rarely was the same scenario used for multiple research items. Nevertheless, we
observe that some researchers tend to rely on the same
game scenario and even framework in multiple research
works. For instance, in [19, 20, 22, 23] the authors reused
the same trick-taking card game while studying different research questions and introducing different social
structures for the players. Additionally, the authors of
[70,83, 102, 103] adjusted and enhanced a game’s mixed
reality framework to use across multiple studies. The
partial or full reusability of games is a common practice for researchers and might suggest that the effort
to design and implement new scenarios surpasses the
benefits. Conversely, the use of games as a platform to
study multiple research questions emphasises that this
medium offers a flexible framework to explore several
phenomena.
Notwithstanding the above, we classified the surveyed games to better understand the design and permissions of each scenario according to five main factors:
the turn-taking approach of the game, the collaborative
or competitive nature of the game, the core mechanic
of the game, the game representation and manipulation
used to change the game state and the modality used
to interact during gameplay with the player, robot and
game world. Additionally, it is notable that most of
the reviewed literature was found in HRI communities,
and the focus of these reports were on the interaction
and robot rather than on the game and its characteristics; therefore, the aforementioned factors are not thoroughly detailed in all analysed articles.
6.1 Turn Taking
With regard to the turn-taking mechanism, we could
not identify the game’s turn approach for six of the
85 articles. Of the remaining 79 games, there were 56
(65.88%) games that relied on turns to manage the

game progression, whereas 23 (27.06%) were real-time
games. The existence of a large number of games that
rely on turn-based mechanisms, more than double the
real-time games, might indicate that the development
of robots for real-time games creates challenges not yet
tackled by researchers. It is possible that the cognitive
capabilities necessary to engage in an unstructured interaction are more demanding when compared to turntaking ones.

6.2 Collaborative or Competitive Nature
In most games, the player is presented with a challenge
that must be addressed alone or alongside other players.
Additionally, the challenge might be initiated by other
players, such as in chess games, or implicitly embedded
in the game environment, such as in a puzzle. In 30
(35.29%) articles, the game had a collaborative nature,
and in another 30 articles the player was introduced to
competitive scenarios. A further nine (10.59%) games
were both competitive and collaborative; the players
were organised in teams in which they had to work together with their teammates while playing against opponents. In 16 (18.81%) games, the player did not have
to work alongside or against others.

6.3 Core Mechanic
Tipically, game mechanics are one of the game aspects
that best describes the gameplay experience. It is a
core element of the interaction between players and
the game. A large portion of the scenarios reported
within the reviewed literature are inspired by game
mechanics and genres that already exist, in particular from board games, card games, trivia contests and
videogames. However, there is a subset of the reviewed
literature that is altering the established mechanics by
introducing robots in games. Additionally, while some
games can be characterised as a combination of multiple
mechanics (e.g. setting up a railway while managing resources, constructing objects and solving puzzles [129]),
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others explore very well-defined mechanics that are not
yet widely adopted (e.g. shooting a drone with projectiles [70]). To analyse the selected papers’ games, we
only consider the core mechanic of the game and use
a classification based on typology commonly used by
researchers and game developers.1
In the reviewed literature, we identified 17 different
core mechanics. Strategy was the most widely used mechanic as it was present in 23 (27.06%) games. The
next most used was the puzzle mechanic which appeared in 12 (14.12%) of the games followed by guessing and resource management games, both appearing in
eight (9.41%) games. Additionally, we identified seven
(8.24%) trivia games, seven rhythm games, five (5.88%)
platform games and four (4.71%) memory games. We
also found three (3.53%) shooting games, three construction games, three sorting games and only one (1.18%)
game of each of the following core mechanics: role play [3],
party [43], matching symbols [110], fighting [13], counting [51] and chance [1]. Notably, in four games we identified two core mechanics since they both played an important role in the game design.
6.4 Game Representation and Manipulation
The interactive space of robotic players has the potential to often enlarge the interactive space of the game
overall and therefore, also increases the number of types
of manipulation available. One of the criteria used to
distinguish the nature of the task was the medium used
to manipulate the game world and its entities. In some
cases, these manipulations could happen entirely in the
physical or digital world. However, we identified some
games that mix both the digital and virtual world as
well as others where there was no direct manipulation
of the game entities. Accordingly, we identified from the
literature review the following four types of manipulation:
– Physical - when game participants may only change
the state of physical objects that are game entities. Examples include moving a piece on a chess
board [113] or tokens in a puzzle game [59].
– Digital - when game participants modify the state
of the game only in the digital world. Examples include using speech to modify the position of a virtual character [17] or collecting coins on a virtual
board [101].
– Hybrid - when any actor in an interaction may manipulate both the physical and digital entities. Usually, such manipulations are made in both worlds.
Examples include playing a physical card over a
1

https://boardgamegeek.com/browse/boardgamemechanic

fiducially enabled digital table to modify a digital
game world [19] or changing the position of a token
that moves a pad in a virtual environment [106].
– None - when there are no manipulations of physical
or digital game entities. Examples include when a
player needs to copy a robot’s gestures [132] or play
a rock paper scissors game [2].
It is noteworthy that 16 (18.82%) articles heavily
relied on games that required participants to physically
manipulate the game entities. In this games the human
and robotic player had to constantly perform movements with their bodies to succeed in the game, also
known as exergames. However, the effort necessary to
complete the task is not equal across all such scenarios and is often tailored to a target audience (e.g. children, the elderly). On the one hand, there are research
works that require players to perform simple hand coordination tasks involving touching a robot while sitting
down [42] or playing a pattern on a drum kit [68]. On
the other hand, some scenarios require the player to run
between towers [92] or to dodge laser attacks made by
a drone [70].
In all of the exergames identified, the scenario and
the robotic systems were purposely designed for a very
specific target. Notwithstanding, the gameplay might
need to be adjusted based on the players’ capacities.
For instance, researchers designed a slow-paced version
of pong for a care facility where the lateral movement of
elderly players would control their game character [8].
However, the researchers also allowed for another type
of manipulation when a human player could not freely
move, specifically, by allowing the waving of hands. This
adaptation not only increases the game’s accessibility
but also its re-playability since the interactive space of
the game is now larger and presents another mechanical
challenge for players that want to explore it.

6.5 Modality
Another aspect that helps to categorise multiple game
scenarios with robots is the modality of the interaction (see Figure 3). Although dependent on the game
scenario, interaction goals and the robot’s capabilities,
there was nonetheless a wide variety of means in the
literature used to support interactions in games. In the
literature reviewed, it is possible to observe a group of
seven different modalities used to perceive and act in
the game, but also to interact with other players.
One of the most widely used modalities to perceive
the state of the game was displays. In the reviewed literature, we identified 34 scenarios that rely on a type
of monitor, projector or screen. In some scenarios the
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Interfaces

Manipulation

Number

Digital
Physical
Hybrid
None

37
24
17
7

Percentage
43,53%
28,24%
20,00%
8,24%

(a) Representation and Manipulation

Display
Touch
Mixed Reality
Gesture
Speech
Physical Token
Physical Cards

Frequency
25
29
11
9
30
36
12

(68.24%)
(34.15%)
(12.94%)
(10.59%)
(35.29%)
(42.35%)
(14.12%)

(b) Modality

Table 6: Descriptive analysis of game’s representation and manipulation and modality

(a) Physical Cards [98]

(b) Touch Display [117]

(c) Gesture [29]

(d) Mixed Reality [106]

Fig. 3: Some different types of modalities found in the reviewed literature
display was integrated as part of the robot embodiment [82], in others a device projected the relevant
information about the game [7] and in yet further scenarios, the display completely defined the interaction
space [102]. However, physical monitors were adopted in
the vast majority of the research works. With regard to
displays in general, there were two sub-modalities used
among the selected articles worth highlighting: touch,
where the gameplay involves touching a display to manipulate the game world, and projector-based mixed reality, where interactions in the virtual world are projected into the physical surroundings of the player. The
latter modality requires humans and robots to play the
game over its projection using a device capable of recognising player movement. We found seven games that
used this modality and all were reported after 2017. In
contrast, a touch interface requires that players directly
interact with a display that recognises their touches.

This modality was used in 20 articles, and the first occurrence of its use with robots in games was in 2003;
since 2014, it has become more widely adopted.
In addition to digital displays, 50% of the games
presented the players with physical tokens that could
be manipulated. Depending on the scenario, different
tokens were used: rings for the Tower of Hanoi [56], a
coloured cube [106] and chess pieces [76] (see Figure 2a),
among others. It was notable that of the 31 games that
used physical tokens, 10 relied on physical cards, specifically, cards from a standard 52-card deck [22] (see
Figure 2d), picture cards [86] and text captions [53].
In 31 (36.47%) articles, the gameplay was supported
by speech exchanges. Examples include when a player
orders their avatar to execute a certain action by voice
command [85] or when a player’s choice is confirmed
by voice in a trivia game [80]. Of the scenarios that
involved speech-based interaction, only in [63] did the
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target audience of the reviewed papers. The wide panoply
game not involve any other interface between the player
of populations, including several generations, and exand the game world. In the remaining scenarios the
plicit applications, such as health or education, revealed
voice commands were always used alongside an addithat robotic game players can be a positive and
tional modality. As such, the number of scenarios that
only rely on voice commands as the core channel through impactful tool in our society for several purposes. Additionally, as we have considered entertainwhich the humans and robots manipulated and evolved
ment as a primary goal that is inherently present in all
the game state is very low.
of the reviewed papers, it is worth mentioning some of
In 10 (11.76%) scenarios, the players were requested
the possible implicit benefits of games as entertainment
to execute gestures to succeed in a game. In the reactivities, such as mental health [60] and mindfulness
viewed literature, authors reported interactions that re[125].
quired synchronised or pattern-based physical motions
during gameplay. In two of these games, the gestures of
While analysing how games can be used as a rethe players were the sole actions afforded by the game:
search platform, we highlight two additional observain [2] the players play a rock paper scissors game and
tions. The first is that games can support advances
in [132] the players need to copy each other’s movein the field of HRI. This is particularly evident conments.
sidering that we categorised the main research topic of
The usage of the abovementioned modalities tends
85% of the selected papers as either robot-related (e.g.
to follow technological advancements and the commerappearance or autonomy) or interaction-related (e.g.
cial availability of devices that support them. As early
proximity or role). Interestingly, fairly half of the seas 2003, Christoph Bartneck used a touch screen to suplected papers explored research topics specifically on
port gameplay with a robot [11] (see Figure 1c); howthe robot’s social capabilities, which additionally sugever, researchers only started to widely adopt touch
gests that the social context of games can well supscreens in 2014 when tablets and their development
port the development of social behaviours in robots.
kits became more accessible. Similarly, the adoption of
We observed such advances at three different levels of
mixed-reality for robots in games might also be driven
development: design [69, 99], technical implementation
by a future availability of more capable hardware. How[102, 124] and evaluation [110, 132]. Overall, this obserever, some researchers evolved these state-of-the-art modal- vation is aligned with the idea that the next significant
ities to enable new types of gameplay rather than alchallenge for artificial agents is the development of adlowing the interaction to be constrained by pre-existing
vanced social capabilities [10].
interfaces. For instance, Piumatti et al. researched new
The second observation is that robots can provide
methods of tracking off-the-shelf robots to support a
new gaming opportunities. We initially noticed this
mixed-reality game with a human and a robot [102].
aspect from the analysis on the research topics, in which
Additionally, designing games that fully rely on digiwe identified only a small portion of papers covering astal interfaces removes the burden of conferring the robotic
pects of the gameplay or game experience. The current
player with capabilities to physically manipulate the
lack of research on this category presents many possigame world. Notably, almost half of the selected artibilities for future research. Other than the analysis of
cles still involved physical tokens despite the need for
games as a research platform, the remaining analysed
added capabilities, although, sometimes, human playaspects of the reviewed papers (e.g. the game mechaners were asked to manipulate tokens on behalf of a
ics or the social structure) in fact also shed some light
robot [19, 74]. This might indicate a bias to use game
on possible avenues to include robots in new game exscenarios inspired by tabletop games since they tend
periences. For instance, a large number of mechanics
to promote more social interactions between the parwere identified in the reviewed games; however, there is
ties involved, perhaps due to the face-to-face nature of
still a large portion of the core mechanical space to exthe game. However, it also highlights the absence of the
plore. The use of social robots as players creates a game
necessary physical manipulation capabilities in favour
design challenge as well: game designers need to
of direct manipulation of computational representation
consider robots’ characteristics while conceiving
of the game world.
the game mechanics to ensure that their autonomy
does not collide with the game design goals and, potentially, strengthens them. Furthermore, rather than
7 Discussion
being included as players, robots placed as game elements can open up an interactive space where
Our review analysed the most recent research papers
autonomous physical entities extend the virtual
exploring robots in game settings. The first aim of our
gameplay. For example, Lamberti et al. deployed a
analysis was focused on the user-centred goals and the
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small robot in a game where it played the role of a
train in a digital projection of railways [69]. Even when
not exhibiting social capabilities, robots with agency
can promote the emergence of new mechanics and roles
not yet explored. However, there are other social roles
more centred on the gameplay that have not yet been
explored by researchers. Although a wide range of social
roles are present in video games, these social roles have
not yet been fully explored in scenarios with robots.
Game designers should consider deploying robotic
players that cover a wide range of social roles
since they enable richer social interaction within
the game itself. For instance, robots might assume
the role of a provider to grant other players with information or resources that can be directly used in the
gameplay. Moreover, robots can also be used as background agents inside a game world: without directly
affecting the gameplay or engaging the human player,
these robots can still help to set up the context for
the game and establish a dynamic world. Although we
identified two robotic players that were used as subordinates, there are many opportunities to further explore
such a role. In addition to ordering a single robot, human players might strategically guide swarms of minions, to extend the human players’ range of action. Additionally, the human players can be introduced into a
chain of command in which they receive requests from
robots while delegating actions to other robotic, and
perhaps human, players.
We observed that in more than two thirds of the
scenarios, robots manipulate the game in a digital or
hybrid fashion. As such, there is a direct manipulation
of the computational representation of the game instead
of a verbal or non-verbal action reassembling the possible actions of a human counterpart. Although the level
of autonomy regarding decision making by robots has
evolved, there is still an absence of fully autonomous
robots playing games with interactive capabilities that
are natural to humans. To an extent, the autonomy
of a robotic player has some strings attached.
One could say that the reviewed games afford a different set of manipulations when comparing a human
player with a robotic player. Being so noticeable during
gameplay, this disparity might raise concerns regarding
a player’s perceived fairness of the game. These concerns may arise not only because players have different
capabilities but also due to the possibility of a robot’s
actions being attributed to the actual game system,
rather than to an individual with a perceived agency.
Additionally, the social exchanges of the robots with
humans are often prompted by gameplay actions but
are shared on the interpersonal level, in particular in
scenarios with multiple robots or multiple players. Our
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survey suggests that there is a lack of robotic systems
that can understand, and in some cases even acknowledge, the human players’ actions that are not directly
mapped in the game world. The identified body of research did not focus on robotic players that can interpret and act based on others’ social interaction features
(e.g. speech, emotions, gaze). Nevertheless, most robots
were still able to produce their own social reactions,
solely based on the gameplay actions. More research to
confer robotic players with capabilities that allow them to autonomously understand the game
and surrounding reality is still needed.
Some of the selected articles conducted experimental studies on the impact of a robot embodiment on the
interaction, comparing digital to physical versions of
the robot player (see Section 4.1.5). Among these articles, the type of manipulation performed by the human
player was either the same across different conditions
(e.g. always using physical chess pieces [76] or digital
stamps [11]), or the manipulation was aligned with the
robot embodiment (e.g. the game tokens were digital
when the robot was digital and physical when the robot
was physical [3]). However, no literature was found on
the impact of the type of game manipulation (the game
world) in scenarios with robots. Since a robot’s appearance seems to give rise to significant differences in a
robot’s interaction with humans in game environments,
such findings might also apply to the types of manipulation and their modalities. Furthermore, HRIs in
games can support other types of interactions
not feasible only with human players. An example would be interactions which exploit robots’ distinct
characteristics (e.g. embodiment or cognitive capabilities). Identifying the aspects that affect the game experience when both robots and human players are involved can help design better games and, to an extent,
yield contributions for better HRIs in other domains.
When multiple players are involved, the game’s social space affords a larger set of social roles. The increased complexity and richer environments demand
a stronger understanding of the relationships between
players (both human and robotic) to confer social robots
with better mechanisms to appropriately behave alongside other social actors. Whether competitive or collaborative, the nature of such roles in games can be used
as the basis to study more complex social phenomena
that exist in HRI. On the one hand, the social dynamics
that emerge during gameplay can be studied and, to an
extent, applied to other real-life scenarios such as other
collaborative settings that require teamwork between
humans and robots. In teams with robots and humans,
for example, the latter’s perception of their mechanical teammates might produce ingroup and outgroup
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placing them in games with humans, but it is also possible to expand the design space of games to support a
deeper comprehension of players and their experience.
The first research works on robots in games we identified were published in the early 2000s, but this research field has seen an increasingly higher number of
contributions throughout recent years. Nevertheless, the
potential of deploying robotic players in games has not
yet been fully explored. In fact, it is possible to acknowledge in the literature a research field still establishing
8 Conclusion
its reporting methods and standard research metrics.
Many research opportunities are still open, some of
In this survey, we have presented a comprehensive overview
them identified in this article. The academic and comof the state-of-the-art research on robots in games. The
mercial interest in robots and games reveals a promising
deployment of robotic players in games alongside hufuture for both robotics and game research communiman players provides researchers with scenarios to exties.
plore a broad range of research questions, from social
interactions with robots to distinct interaction modalities and the players’ experience itself. Furthermore, the
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